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Abstract
The face of democracy is in the first hand combination of attractive slogan of representation by the people, independence
of judiciary and so on. In contrast, it is simultaneously abandoning the diverse opinion through manipulation of judiciary.
However, the scenario of Bangladesh is not an exception with the coherence of such democratic paradigm. This article
will first of all focus on constitutional position of State principles and religious debate on secularism and democracy.
Secondly, the aim of this research will explore a short democratic journey of Bangladesh.Thirdly, the study will observe
how current regime is handling legislative and judicial mechanism for devouring the opposition politics. Finally, it will
investigate the exploitation of judiciary under the International War Crimes Tribunal Act, 1973 of Bangladesh and its
implication in society. However, possible outcome of this article is that the above mentioned law playing an adverse role
to the opponent political voice and caused a clear segregation among the citizens. In order to carry out this research,
author consults with the relevant national and international laws and their application in several international war
crime tribunals. Researcher further furnishes the information from scholarly books and latest articles. However, field
observation also to be considered as the significance source of the study.
Key words: Democracy, Constitution, Crimes Tribunal, Suppression, Elimination, Election, Abuse of Judiciary.
Introduction
Bangladesh is a democratic country with approximately 200 million populations of which majority are Muslims. Beside
the fact, some other religious minority are also living together with dignity, harmony, and cooperation and enjoy the
same democratic rights. Democracy of Bangladesh is date back to its origin in 1974 when Pakistan become partitioned
from India as a result of Lahore Resolution (LR) based on two nation theory. It was started with the name of Islamic
Republic of Pakistan where east part of the territory was known as East Pakistan present day Bangladesh. Establishing
Muslim homeland rather than Islamic state was the objective of LR even though Muslim League used Islam as a basis
for political mobilization for the 1946 provincial elections through democratic framework. Nevertheless, the aspiration
and will of the people was not reflected in the Pakistani political system.Thereafter, democracy was moving forward by
crossing a transitional momentous until 1971 when Bangladesh got its independence from Pakistan. Thus, Bangladesh
achieves its right to self-determination and continue the legacy of democratic framework of former Pakistan. However,
the scenario of abusing democratic power as a political weapon continues. The new government banned multiparty
democratic system and declared one party leadership through 4th amendment of the constitution which was the first
suppression of democratic beauty in Bangladesh. From then to the date democratic ups and downs are there. However,
in this research we would like to concentrate on unipolar repressive democratic policy of the ruling government.
Especially how government stopped and removed democratic rights from the opposition parties through legislation and
exploitation of judicial administration. More specifically by the International War Crimes Tribunal Act, 1973 as amended
in 2009.
Constitutional Position and Religious Debate on Secularism
Bangladesh adopted its constitution in 1972 contained four basic principles of the state such as the nationalism, socialism,
democracy and secularism. These principles had been subjected to repeal, modify and explain by the constitutional
amendments specifically, 5th amendment of the constitution in 1979 and again restored through 15th amendment
by the current regime in 2011. Before exploring the debate on secularism and democracy we need to evaluate the
constitutional principles throughout the time till date. The very first constitution explained the principle of secularism
as:

“The principle of secularism shall be realized by the elimination of communalism in all its forms, the
granting by the State of political status in favour of any religion, the abuse of religion for political
purposes and any discrimination against, or persecution of, persons practicing a particular religion”
(Art-12).
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Thereafter, principle of secularism was repealed through its 5th amendment and substituted by the new
significant principle “of absolute trust and faith in the Almighty Allah” (Art-8). The Amendment was also
incorporated religious expression “Bismillahir Rahmanir Rahim” at the beginning of the constitution which is
remain unchanged to the date. In line of these responses to secularism, 8th amendment of the constitution
was moved a step ahead to incorporate Islam as State religion in 1988. Although, their purpose was not for
the cause of Islam as the then prime minister’s statement was “we made Islam as the State religion not to
establish Islam. We have done it to tackle fundamentalist forces (Ahmed, 2014).” The current government
reassumed the constitution of 1972 by the Constitution (fifteen amendment) Act 2011.
It is presumed by the above discussion that the first and present government of Bangladesh wanted to
establish purely a secular nonreligious democratic country while containing 90% Muslim without a fair
justification. In further, Article 12 signified that there should be no state religion or state should not favour
any religion. Thus it is quite ridiculous that where majority population are Muslim, by virtue of the article,
they must put in the equal level with other Minority like Hindu, Christian and Buddhist belonging less than
10%. Furthermore, Article stated that the abuse of religion for political purposes shall be eliminated meaning
that no politics is allowed based on religion. In addition, Article 12 should be read with Article 38 where
freedom of association has been restricted in such a way that no person shall have the right to form or be a
member of any association purposes of which destroy the religious, social and communal harmony among the
citizens, organizing terrorist acts or militant activities against the State or the citizens or any other country.
Nevertheless, the expression of ‘communal harmony’, ‘terrorist acts’, ‘militant activities’ are vague, ambiguous
and remain unexplained. Therefore, government interprets these terms according their own purposes. As
a result political demonstration, which is so common in Bangladeshi politics, has been treated as terrorist
activities especially when it was done by Jamat-e-Islami.
However, in two ways Article 12 is inconsistent with Article 11 which talked about democracy and human
rights. First of all it is against the norms of democracy because diversity and majority shall be prevail are two
inherent characters of democracy hence, state shall have state religion base on majority and people shall
have the right to form association based on their respective faith. Participation in the voting for electing
representative is also another basic feature of democracy. Nevertheless, basis of all these activities shall be in
terms of human rights, freedom, dignity and worth of human person. As Article 11 stated that:
“The Republic shall be a democracy in which fundamental human rights and freedoms and respect for
the dignity and worth of the human person shall be guaranteed and in which effective participation by
the people through their elected representatives in administration at all levels shall be ensured”.
Secondly, it is itself a discriminatory on the ground of religion because it is intended to eliminate all forms
of communality. The term ‘communality’ has not defined in the constitution and remain ambiguous. Every
community has certain faith and culture and they grow up with those, therefore, is it possible to eliminate
those norm and belief or does state has the right to suspend communality and make them all equal or noncommunal? Again Article 12 goes against the Article 28 (1) stated that State shall not discriminate against any
citizen on grounds of religion, therefore, article 12 and 38 directly discriminate and imposes restriction on
freedom of association on the basis of religion.
The main theme of secularism is the separation of State affairs from religious institution meaning that religion
is a personal matters and should be maintained in personal level and not come or influence over state
governance. The notion is somehow fit for the religions other than Islam because those religion does not
cover the whole life of a human being. Islam on the other hand is a way of total life, therefore, reject
the concept of secularism. In Bangladesh debate between secularism and Islam is obvious and historical.
Historical in the sense that the new born Pakistan administration was secular in nature they put Islam as
personal matters and ran the government by secular way. Mawdudi, founder of Jamat-e-Islami criticized it
and presented the idea of modern Islamic state. Bangladesh Jamat-e-Islami and all other Islamic political
parties have rejected this principle of secularism and supported the principle of absolute trust and faith in
the Almighty Allah incorporated by 5th amendment. Although, this principle has been further repealed by the
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15th amendment Act 2011. After the long discussion it is clear that the current regime will not tolerate Islamic
politics or rightist’s politics in Bangladesh. One of the main reasons is that they considered revival of Islamic
politics is a potential threat to their vested interest and unfair political gain. In fact this was and is a great
discrimination by the state itself to its Islam loving Muslim citizen on account of religion that they were and
are not bearing religious politics in the country. Therefore, this article shows that how they eliminate Islamic
politics by using law and judiciary.
Democracy and Democratic Journey of Bangladesh in Brief
It goes without saying that modern democracy is perceptible to its origin of fifth century B.C. in the
Athenian society of Greek civilization. The notion of “democracy” was and is pregnant by its core theme of
“rule by the people”. In other words participation in the decision making process through representation.
Innumerous definitions have been presented by classical as well as modern social scientist in a vast number of
literatures. Beginning of the modern era of democracy Linclon’s definition was widely accepted by most of the
stakeholders of democracy around the world. Nevertheless, the concept conceives variety of principles and
elements which are pre-requisite to constitute a fruitful democratic institution for a society. In further there
are also diverse opinions regarding elements of democracy, however, we confined ourselves here toward the
resolution adopted by the United Nations General Assembly on ‘essential elements’ of democracy.The seven
prescriptions of UN are maintaining rule of law, separation and balance of power, liberty of judicial functions,
multi-party political system, accountability and transparency in all dealings of the republic, freedom of press
and pluralistic media, and respect for human and political rights that contains holding regular free, fair and
impartial general election, unhindered access franchise in the national pool, freedom of expression and diverse
opinion (UNGAR-2004). In this article we will highlight the misuse of judiciary through democratic power.
Bangladesh observed its 46 years democratic journey after independence out of which about 16 years
governed by military dictatorship and others where democratic rights were ceased by those authorities.
Although 30 years is not enough to flourish a matured institutional democracy, therefore, the elements
mentioned above have frustrated and suppressed in many cases by the disease of corruption, unexpected
interference on judiciary, suppression of political rights of the opposition parties through massive arrest,
detention, criminal cases and extra-judicial killing, and controlling press and media. Bangladesh holds its 10
democratic elections after its independence started from 1973 where ‘Awami league’ won landslide victory;
nonetheless, they began to suppress democratic power and banned multiparty system, adopted one party
leadership and put embargo over all printing media except few. After the assassination of Shekh Mujib in
1975 democracy was fall further into a great danger and crossing a political turmoil with coups until second
general election in 1978. Zia came to the power as military administrator and later democratic leader by
forming Bangladesh Nationalist Party. He won in the election and continues until his assassination in 1981;
therefore, democracy stabbed third time until it was restored through 1991 general election. In between
1981-1991 general Ershad came into power as martial law administrator and destroyed democracy for 10
years. Later he become pro-democratic leader forming a political party and conducted two general incredible
an unacceptable elections in 1986 and 1988. Khaleda formed her government in 1991 and started democratic
journey again until 1996 from where another democratic crisis has arisen as to the interim government
to conduct the general election of the country. A convenient proposal was offered by Golam Azam was a
chief leader of Jamat-e-Islami known as non-party caretaker government comprises ten non-political and
impartial competent person to hold the general election. Khaleda regime denied the proposal and holds a
general poll in 1996 which was boycotted and denounced by the major opposition parties. However, the
theory of “non-party caretaker government” was incorporated in the constitution in the 1996 parliament
to overcome the crisis and arrange another election in the same year. However, the theory was emerged on
the ground of mistrust among the political parties as major parties have block record of misuse of power
against each other.Thereafter, two democratic polls were held under the above formula in 1996, 2001. In 2006
Khaleda government formed an interim government headed by Fokhruddin which was grossly denied by the
Awami League. They demonstrated massive political demonstration and killed at least forty people in the
month long violence. Fokhruddin leaded caretaker government unexpectedly denied to conduct the election
within prescribe period by the constitution and continue until 2008 election where this interim authority
compromised with Awami League and escaped from the field. Under the favored administration and through
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election engineering Shekh Hasina got landslide victory. After the victory they become with fascist character,
abolished caretaker government provisions and hold general election in 2014 under the direct influence of
the government and won again, although the election was boycotted by the major political parties of the
country. However, the poll was not accepted by the international observer and recorded lowest percentages
of votes cast. Hasina regime continues and the democracy thrown into the prison, curtailed the political rights
of opposition, closed electronic and print media owned by the opponents.We will discuss in the forthcoming
points about specific actions of the government to eliminate the other through legal process.
Elimination of Opponents through Misuse of Democracy by the Current Regime: Brief Account
After the victory of current Hasina regime in 2008 it started to destroy the strength of big opposition parties
through misuse of democratic power. It has been observed that the government adopted some policies
which tantamount of suppression of democracy including maltreatment of judiciary. First of all they adopted
a zero-tolerance policy for controlling and eliminating opposition demonstration against the regime through
empowering police to shot activist openly (World Report, 2011). Although the law enforcement authorities
are sole responsible to protect life and property of the citizen. Here we will show some statistics as to how
government use the agencies against the opposition. By virtue of national and international media report US
state department published human rights situation report in 2010 where it has shown that in 2008 and 2009
there were 251 and 154 people killed respectively by the police and Rapid Action Battalion (RAB) through
torture in the custody, open fire, crossfire, gunfire, and encounter, where most of them were politically
affiliated. (Human Rights Report, 2009). In addition, Human Rights Watch revealed that from the inception
of RAB in 2004 there are more than 1600 people have been killed extra judicially (World Report, 2012) out
of which 1121 killed in between 2009-2015 (Odhikar Report, 2015; Kamruzzaman, Khan, and Shashi, 2016).
This agency is now well known as a main state killer in Bangladesh (Habib, 2015). Current regime embraced
this atrocious way as a quick and indemnified method of elimination of their rivals and the number of victims
increased day by day.
The Second strategy of opponent’s oppression is force disappearance which was escalated widely during the
time where state security forces were involved. The ‘Odhikar’ further reported that during 8 years of the
regime from 2009 there are 325 people were enforced disappearance and killed in the later and 442 people
were killed in jail (Odhikar Report, 2015). Thirdly, they have done massive arrest and filed criminal cases
against political opponents. Hundreds of thousands activists, leaders from top to bottom were arrested and
arbitrarily detained. In between one month in 2014 approximately, 29,262 opposition activists have arrested
(Chowdhury, 2014). In addition, there are 73884 political activists were severely injured in 8656 events in
between 2008-2013 (Suykens and Islam, 2015).
Finally, they abuse of judiciary by reopen the International Crimes Tribunal (amendment) Act, 2009 which was
legislated in 1973. However, the purpose of the Act was settled down 40 years ago. It therefore, shown that
there may have a negative motive to destroy the opposition politics of Bangladesh.They designed the tribunal,
filed cases against the top leaders of the opposition parties for war crime and crime against humanity. As
because they had a political disagreement in the liberation war with Pakistan. Their thought were if they get
independence from Pakistan they will fall again under the control of India. However, freedom of expression
and diverse opinion is the elements of democracy but the current regime has shown its intolerance to it. In
further, independent of judiciary is another vital principle of democracy, nevertheless, the government destroy
the judiciary by naked interference on the International Crimes Tribunal and high court of Bangladesh. In
addition, they also passed an Anti-Terrorism Act, 2009 to treat the opposition demonstration as terrorist
activities that make them easy to arrest and put under the law.
Context of the War Crimes Tribunal Act, 1973: Past and Present
In order to understand the misuse of judicial framework we need to address the context of the Act. Soon after
the independence of Bangladesh new government started to try the war criminals and there collaborators by
enacting two laws such as for collaborators “The Bangladesh Collaborators (Special Tribunal) Order, 1972, and
for war criminals “The International Crimes (tribunal) Act, 1973. Government identified about 195 military
personnel as war criminal but no one tried under this tribunal and Bangladesh had been send back them to
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Pakistan for getting their recognition to Bangladesh. On the other hand, collaborators were defined as those
who assists the Pakistani invaders by words, signs or conduct. Mujib government arrested approximately
41,800 suspected collaborators through filing 37,471 cases across the country. Out of the above number
2848 cases were dismissed for not found any guilty and rest of the cases were further abandoned for nonavailability of the relevant evidences, incompetency and corrupted trial process and fear about the judges to
be a collaborators. However, only 752 accused were convicted for several terms of imprisonment with one
death sentence (Dowlah, 2016). In other opinion 32,000 were arrested and prepared 20,000 prosecution
(Ahmed, 2010). Eventually, in 1973 government granted full forgiveness to all convicted, detained collaborators.
Interestingly, it has been found that there was no criminal allegation filed against the leaders of the opponents
as collaborators or any other crime like crime against humanity for which they are convicted and executed
after 40 years of liberation war.
Therefore, question raise why government has chosen this law as method of elimination against their rivals?
One of the reasons is invasion of Pakistani Army on civilian is an emotional and sensitive issue that plying a
vital role in the politics of Bangladesh and contesting parties are using this emotion by promising to do a lot
for the contributors. The issue also emotionally motivate the people to understand that the nation has two
division in favor and against the liberation and the enemies are opposition political block in the democracy of
Bangladesh. For instance, Bangladesh Nationalist Party, Jamat-e-Islami, and money other political parties. Since
they had different political opinion about the liberation therefore, ruling government took this advantage to
secure public support and elimination of a strong political rivals. Another policy regime was using judicial
framework to save them from allegation of suppression of opponents. By the amendment of the tribunal
Act and formation of tribunal indicated that this is for nothing but to preclude political revivalism of their
counterparts specially the Jamat and BNP in the democracy of Bangladesh. As because it has been recognized
that Jamat is the most organized and structured political party in Bangladesh and they made strong protest
for a long time against the current regime since 2008. Whereas Bangladesh Nationalist party has near about
40 percent votes and Jamat secured 13 percent of total votes. However, it possessed a key position to
determine which party will form the government by their support and this is a potential threat to the current
regime. Perhaps this is one of the main reasons for their persecution and influence of anti-terrorism campaign
by the US globally and its allies India in the region is the other. It is further assumed that the ruling party is
allegedly backed by regional influence to eliminate the opposite political block specially Jamat for securing
long tenure in the power.
Credibility of International Crimes Tribunal Act
The reliability of the Act has been subjected to enormous criticism by the national and international experts on
war crimes, criminal law professionals, civil society and international human rights organizations. It destroyed
the concept of independence of judiciary which is the fundamental elements of democracy. We would like to
focus here some key issues that leaded untrustworthiness of the law and through which democratic rights of
the opponents have been rescinded. First of all, the title of the Act which is misleading as to whether it is an
international or domestic tribunal. If we take both aspects separately we found conflicting and inconsistent
application of the law. For instance, if we consider as it is an international law, where the law intended to try
certain crimes stated in the international treaties, therefore, it allowed to employ foreign expert counsel
for both party by virtue of rules 42 of the “International Crimes Tribunal Rules of Procedure, 2010” subject
to the permission of Bangladesh Bar Council. Nevertheless, in practice it was rejected by the law ministry
of Bangladesh for defense counsel corresponding their application. In addition as regard the appointment of
judges there is no scope to be appointed a foreign expert or a judge of the war crimes tribunal as judge of this
tribunal. These are the clear renunciation of internationality of the Act. In contrast if we take it as domestic
tribunal then above mentioned provisions of the law contained nothing.
Second negative aspect of the Act, is question of jurisdiction of the tribunal in terms of trial of crimes like
genocide and crime against humanity. However, the fundamental question was avoided as to the relativity of
the crime with the state of conflict whether it was an independent war between two states or international
armed conflict or a civil war within the states. In further, question come whether the crime stated was fall
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international or internal character and internal crime or national crime cannot be elevated into international
crime unless it is proved by the prosecution otherwise. Nonetheless, prosecution excludes the necessity to
prove “systematic or widespread” attack and tried the accused by accepting this which created a deeper legal
ambiguity (Robertson, 2015).
Third destructive issue of the Act is that it has denounced the applicability of the existing evidence Act
1872 of Bangladesh (ICT, s.19). It completely avoided strict rules of evidence rather adopt and apply a wider
scope of non-technical procedure and allow anything useful for proving the allegation as evidence such
as reports and photograph published in newspaper, pedicels and magazines, films, and tape-recording and
others. These are not admitted in the existing evidence Act as because all these types of evidence have
possibility to be manipulated and biased. In further, it allowed hearsay evidence and declared immunity of the
witnesses therefore, it has been observed that prosecution witnesses come and said he heard the accused
killed some people and raped the women. Tribunal in this situation admitted the statement of the witness as
evidence. Denouncement of existing evidence law and allow any this as evidence is the complete deviance and
destruction of judicial independence, its credibility and acceptability. Therefore, it is assumed by the experts
that the trial was abandoned due to lack of evidences and witnesses soon after the independence therefore,
how it is possible to prove the offences like murder and rape cases after 40 years? Which definitely indicated
some other ill motive of the regime.
Fourth devastating factor of the ICT Act is withdrawal of application of Code of Criminal Procedures, 1898.
Through the bar in application of the code the accused are automatically lost their bail rights. Although
the right to bail has been recognized by several provisions of International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights (ICCPR) and Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC). Nevertheless, tribunal denied
the disposing the bail application while no investigating report has been submitted or any formal charge
has been made against them. In addition it followed its own investigating procedure where there is also
scope to put biased information in the report. Another basic rule that has been denied by this ICT Act is
recognition of death sentence by the High Court Division, therefore, possibility if injustice remain open in the
trial proceedings and presumably Appellate Division has no alternative but to confirm the judgment of the
tribunal in the appellate stage. Therefore, it seems that the total judiciary suppressed by the Act, grasp their
independent capacity and become an arbitrary institution to serve the government.
Fifth most dangerous thing is that the law has been alleged by the principle of retrospective application of
the law. Generally, an offence has been committed after the enactment of a law will come under the law to
be tried but not offences before passing the law. This is a criminal law principles accepted all over the world.
The ICT law had passed almost two years after the independence and since it is a domestic law therefore,
cannot apply for the offence committed before the enactment of the law which is violation of universal
criminal law principles. In further, the trial of collaborators was over and abandoned by government order
and identified 195 war criminals were handed over through tripartite agreement hence, expert opined that
the first amendment of the constitution was unconstitutional through which government further empowered
to revive the trial for the criminals. In addition, the amendment had taken away the constitutional power
of the judicial review of administrative action and abstained certain rights in terms of protection of trial
and punishment and enforcement of fundamental rights guaranteed under article 31, 35, and 44 of the
constitution from the categories of person mentioned in article 47 (3). Moreover, the law applied to those
person, as we mention earlier, to whom no criminal cases were found at that time.This is different from other
international tribunal formed around the world as because those constituted with international consensus
with international standard and maintained impartiality in the proceedings.
Finally, by the amendment of the Act in 2013 which incorporated the trial of organization and empowered
the tribunal to charge accordingly against organization for their activities during liberation war in 971. Trial
of the organization often clearly expressed the intention of the ruling party and the consequences of trial
of organization is not hard to understand. This also shown that the government is about to ban the Jamat as
political organization and confiscate its wealth which may be hindered the democratic beauty in Bangladesh.
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Standard of Proceedings and Merit of Judgments
In this place we would like to show how the International Crimes Tribunal misuse the law against the
opposition. As regards the standard of the proceedings the tribunal has been condemned for its biasness and
partialities. First of all it formed an investigation agency by its own people. However, the problem is during the
proceedings prosecution or investigating officer can use the Case Diary for refreshing memory and denied
the defense to see it. In further it stated that all information collected should be maintained its confidentiality
which is undesirable in a criminal proceedings because the defense has right to know about the information
collected against him for the preparation of his defense. In addition the defense provided insufficient time in
terms of preparation of the case, submission and cross-examine the witnesses (Robertson, 2015).
As regards the competency of the judges it was massively criticized as because the judges had not any
expertise on such tribunal and government ignored to appoint foreign expert judge. As a result in 2012 a
hacked Skype and email communication brought to light where it was revealed that the ruling judge was
receiving secret assistance in the form of advice from an expert from Brussels even in the issue of writing
judgment. The tribunal is empowered to give punishment against any obstruct, misuse of its procedure, or
disobey of any order or anything prejudice to its proceedings.Thus it had been condemned to the Economist
newsmagazine, for publishing Skype scandal. In the case of Sayeedi case no judge had heard the entire case or
a part of the evidence, nevertheless, he was convicted for eight charges and awarded death sentence (Chopra,
2015). Moreover, the trial of Azad was held totally in absentia even without any defense and judgment delivered
with death sentence and no scope for appeal in further. These seems that how extreme and undoubtedly
intentional, biased and unfair trials have done in Bangladesh.
As far as credibility of witnesses are concern there were no eye witness come to the trial to give testimony
rather so called paid witnesses serve the purpose of the government and defense had little scope to crossexamine those witnesses. In further it was reported that prosecution submitted insufficient evidences to
prove the allegations which was asked by the Chief Justice of Supreme Court by saying that “What prevented
the investigation agency to produce sufficient witnesses to prove the charges? … The prosecution and the
Investigation Agency need to produce sufficient evidence to support a conviction… We feel really ashamed
when we read the prosecution evidence.” (Human Rights Watch, 2016). As regards the merits of the judgment
it was found that the judgments were preplanned and claimed most of the allegations were proved by
the prosecution. HRW also observed that “Convictions can only be upheld when there is proof beyond
a reasonable doubt, yet in this case there are grave doubts about the evidence after the court so strongly
criticized the prosecution”. In the case of Molla the tribunal gave life imprisonment but was not desirable
to the government therefore, promoted an unnecessary group protest known as “gano jagoran Moncho”
backed by the regime’s law enforcement agencies against verdict of the court. Unfortunately and very unfairly
government amended the law and given right to the prosecution to challenge the sentence of Molla. Finally
the Supreme Court reverse the life imprisonment to death sentence and applied retrospective application
on 2009 verdict. It is further indicated that how the law retroactively applied and the court influenced by the
external demand of the protesters. It was complete surrender of judiciary to the government and destroyed
democratic values.
Consequences of the Judgment over the Citizen
The judgment of International Crimes Tribunal has little implication on mass people for many reasons however,
untold events happened with those against whom the judgments were awarded. As regards the common
people they do not know even not egger to know about the trial process, judgment and use of the tribunal
due to poverty, illiteracy and lack of employments. Among the literate part of the population and civil society
there are also disagreement in terms of formation of tribunal and fair trial. One segment hold the view that
the issue was settled down 40 year ago therefore, no needed to reopen the past that may breach the political
solidarity in Bangladesh. Another group of people think that they agree to try the collaborators but under
international standard where the tribunal would be a juxtaposition of national and foreign judges and lawyers
and an independent investigating commission. While other group viewed that everything is maintained its
standard and by doing this trial they want to erase national scandal of genocide and crime against humanity.
Therefore, a large number of educated people observing the real fact but they have no alternative but to
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keep silent due to the inappropriate and intolerant political environment. The judgments have been followed
by violence as according to them this is biased and intentional therefore, protest and several died on these
occasions. As regards the activists of opposition parties, they have faced and are facing measurable life burden
of cases and staying in jail.They are often unable to stay at night in the home because of persecution by police.
Government maintained a systematic and continuous operation against the leaders and activists. Potential
leaders and activists from small village unite to the constituency and from local to central are put in the hit list
and killed in the name of cross fire and encounter. Many leaders and activists were forced to leave the country
and many of them lost their business institution.Therefore, most of them are spend their days and months by
appearing before the court. By this judicial misapplication democracy has destroyed and opposition politics
almost fractured through losing their leaders and confined within a very limited indoor activities. Some the
political parties are running their activities hiddenly for the fear of arrest, detention and torture. Women
activist were also subject to arrest and arbitrary detention. The family members of executed leaders have
neglected nationally and deprived from certain right which common citizen have. Only the portion holding
secular politics have satisfied who always criticize the Islamic and rights nationalist politics in Bangladesh.
Moreover, government shifting the paradigm of democracy while emphasizing development activities as an
alternative to democracy.
Conclusion
It has been observed that there is no connection between development of democracy and economy by this
questionable trial rather dividation of the whole nation. It created rivals to each other which is the destructing
point of democratic advancement. The main reasons behind their attitudes are civilizational inferiority, fear of
fairness, distrust among each other, greed for power, disrespect to the dignity of human, and global propaganda
and so on. Election under the Government controlled in 2014 was boycotted by major political parties and
rejected its result by the international communities. Therefore, experts opined that it lost its moral stand
to be a democratic government and become arbitrary retainer of power by using state security agencies.
However, the democratic rise and fall is a part of the history and the current situation of democracy in
Bangladesh is not the final end rather a process of journey which will definitely fall in future. Therefore,
they should return to the main stream of democracy, adopt a level playing field for all political parties, leave
egoistic and hypotactic politics and dis respect to each other. They should restructured the tribunal under
international standard and empower the High Court for judicial review of administrative action so that the
victim can get adequate justice. They should stop force disappearance, extra-judicial killing, arbitrary arrest
and detention should release the activists from baseless political cases. In further, they should start dialogue in
true sense and make an arrangement for the next general election in 2019 ensuring all parties participation. In
doing so member of the civil society should take positive steps to consult with the government for finding a
solution for the sake of democracy, development and humanity. Otherwise history may be reverse and show
the untold bitter mishap in future.
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